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ABSTRACT
Over time, the City of Madison has experienced positive impacts in its social and physical
structures due to intervention by urban planners and policy makers. Many planners and residents
recognize the role of urban planning and land use policies that shape the built environment, and the social
dynamics of Madison’s neighborhoods. In Madison’s neighborhoods, planning is a tool that can be used
by developers to help guide future urban settings and create vibrant communities. In this professional
project, I will analyze a neighborhood planning case study, the Northport-Warner Park-Sherman (referred
in the whole text as NWPS) neighborhood plan in 1992 and also the latest plan in 2009, and an area that
does not have a neighborhood plan, the Lake Edge - Glendale (referred in the whole text as LE-G) area,
with the main focus of evaluating and comparing the physical status of their neighborhoods and how
small-scale planning has or has not been significant.
The analysis is based on the historical records from the City of Madison, Planning Division;
planner’s interviews; geographic information data (GIS); and visual observation of the neighborhoods.
The research will determine whether or not urban areas that have gone through the neighborhood
planning process are better able to improve their physical conditions by the implementation of strategies
and recommendations developed by residents, key stakeholders and planners, creating a stronger
relationship with the City’s Zoning Code and other city programs than urban areas that have not gone
through such processes.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In many cities there exists the hope that the public interest must be protected from negative
externalities, and consequently, city planning agencies plan for the welfare of the residents regardless of
particular interest groups. Globally, some cities have positively experienced multiple physical changes
over time due to the contributions of urban planning in the socio-economic processes that ultimately
renovate cities as a whole. Although neighborhood planning is performed in a smaller scale, it is a
contextually-grounded practice that attempts to realize local visions and achieve goals previously
identified by neighborhood groups in conjunction with planning staff. In other words, it is a communitycentric planning process that considers context and continuity (Hoch, 2002), and also facilitates a
democratic social activity.
The City of Madison neighborhood planning function aims to prioritize minority empowerment
and social justice to create a welcoming city for its citizens. Based on this, I want to understand the
process, outputs and implementation of neighborhood planning in Madison from the public sector
perspective. I also want to understand how the involvement of community-based organizations may
influence urban design. For that reason, the NWPS and LE-G areas of Madison will be evaluated and
compared to each other to determine social metrics such as transportation choices, aesthetics, and sense of
community 1. This will help define and evaluate the quality of the current urban areas by different
categories such as transportation systems, pedestrian experience, parks and open spaces, public facilities
and landscapes.
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Hypothesis
A small-scale neighborhood plan with a well-coordinated community engagement process is
associated with improved neighborhood outcomes (measured by various indicators/metrics, including
residents’ satisfaction).
Case Study Areas
Northport-Warner Park-Sherman (NWPS 2009) Area = 1833.80 acres
Total population: 10,136
Density: 5.5 persons per acre
The area has nine active neighborhood associations. The Northport-Warner Park area was
selected to receive planning services by the Community Development Block Grant Commission (CDBG)
to update the Northport-Warner Park Neighborhood Plan. From 1991-1992, the City of Madison and
north side residents and the business community worked together to prepare a 10-year plan 2, which was
then updated in 2007. Since the first plan was adopted, government programs such as Economic
Development of Micro-Enterprises, Façade Improvement Grant Program, Tax Increment Financing and
other housing programs have provided technical and financial assistance to the NWPS residents.
Lake Edge – Glendale (LE-G) Area = 1286.53
Total current population: 5,338
Density: 4.14 persons per acre
These are two neighborhoods in the southeast of Madison with just two active neighborhood
associations. Despite the fact that there has not been any neighborhood plan implemented, one major
project called The Stoughton Road Revitalization Project Plan was adopted on June 3, 20083. The Plan,
represents a two year collaborative project bringing together east side neighborhoods, private sector
business interests, local, state, and county units of government. The idea of the plan was to create a sense
of place, establish Stoughton Road as a Gateway to the City, promote a positive business climate, connect
neighborhoods, generate design standards, update land uses and zoning patterns, and generate multimodal transportation opportunities.

Introduction to the neighborhood planning process in the City of Madison
Neighborhood planning contributes to the welfare and quality of life of Madisonians. This is
mainly because through a neighborhood analysis, specific physical, social and economic factors are more
deeply considered such as the balance of housing options, public transportation and general accessibility,
residents’ income status, demographics, employment sources and other social features that help the social
synergy of neighborhoods. Likewise, some determinants of neighborhoods residents’ health and welfare
can be impacted by the way the city plans the locations of land uses and how education, economic
opportunities, environmental justice, food security, neighborhood stability, public space, safety, and
amenities are predicted to happen (Plotnick, 2014). Neighborhood planning assembles multiple urban
components that can holistically revitalize neighborhoods through recommendations that, in the ideal case
scenario, are implemented through various government programs and ordinances, allowing the selfdetermination and empowerment of neighborhood residents (Peterman, 2000).
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Figure 1

Madison Neighborhood Plans
Source: http://www.cityofmadison.com/planning/ndp/index.html

The significance of neighborhood planning in the City of Madison
Neighborhood plans are an advisory document for initiating, directing and managing change.
They are also visionary documents from 10 to 15 years time span. The City of Madison, Planning
Division, through a neighborhood planning process aims to provide a clear and common vision and a set
of goals for the future development/redevelopment of neighborhoods. Also, the agency identifies short
and long-term actions which address specific issues in the neighborhood and opportunities in timing,
funding, and in public-private collaborations to achieve desired outcomes.
Before the NWPS plan was implemented in 1992, there was a significant lack of diversity in
housing, which means the area was not very welcoming for diverse groups of people. Although the
single-family home is still the predominant residential type, currently the area offers a wider range of
housing types. With the principle of “placemaking”, a mix of uses, services, and amenities were proposed
in the plan to serve residents and attract newcomers to live in the neighborhood. Likewise, opportunities
for infill development of commercial and employment centers were addressed along with more walkable
and accessible features to provide safe, healthy and sustainable environments.
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Objectives of the Project
1. Examine the current visual status of the NWPS neighborhood in comparison to 23 years
ago before the first neighborhood plan for the area was adopted. This will be done by
applying visual analysis and grading physical improvements.
2. Provide recommendations that help improve the social inclusion and community
participatory process for the future neighborhood planning of the City of Madison.
3. Examine the policy, physical and social impact that the NWPS neighborhood plans have
had over the years (1992, 2009), and how the planning strategies and goals have been
implemented.
4. Evaluate the physical conditions of both areas (NWPS and LE-G) by physically exploring
the neighborhood and collecting data from the City of Madison using GIS.

NWPS Neighborhood Plans Analysis
The 1992 and 2009 Neighborhood Plans vary. First, the NWPS 1992 plan was primarily focused on
fostering community engagement through providing educational and recreational actitivies. Also, it is
perceived that residents were more concerned about housing opportunities and crime reduction. Whereas
the updated plan addressed its recommendations towards providing more branding, landscape
enhancement, and marketing to make the area more inviting and appealing. The NWPS 2009 continued to
foster variety of housing options even though the area has shown to offer some home buyer assistance
(See Appendix, Figure 11- Residential Structure maps) and financial assistance by the Commercial
Kitchen Incubator. Also, the plan kept encouraging neighborhood participation and recreational activites
by increasing programming for children/youth and improving social services. Terms like “walkability”,
“placemaking”, “farmer’s market” and “streetscaping” were first introduced in the last plan. (See Table 1
– NWPS Neighborhood Plans General Information, and Table 2 - NWPS Neighborhood Plan Summary of
Major Achievements of the 1992 plan and Goals of the 2009 plan)

Table 1 – NWPS Neighborhood Plans General Information
Category

NWPS 1992

NWPS 2009

Neighborhood
Planning Area

1543 acres

1834 acres

Neighborhood
Structure

Land Use

62.3% residential, 5.3%
commercial, 0.2%
manufacturing, 10%
institutional, 19.1% park and
open space, 3.2% vacant.

54% residential, 5.9%
commercial, 8.1% industrial,
3.9% institutional, 19.1% park
and open space, 8.5% vacant

Household
Income

The median household
income was $29.420

In 2009, the median household
income was $39.521

Demographic
Profile

Population by
Age

Ethnicity

0-14 year range comprised
approximately 21% of the
population and 10.8% of
people were over 65 years
old.
89% white, 5.8% black, 0.4%
native Americans, 2.5%
Asians, 2.2% Hispanics,
0.2% other.

0-14 year range comprised
20.78% of the population and
the age range of 65 years and
older comprised 13.4%.
White (35.8 percent), Black
(36.5 percent), Hispanic (14.1
percent), Asian (12.3 percent),
Native American (1.0 percent)
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Table 2 - NWPS Neighborhood Plan Summary of Major Achievements of the 1992 plan and
Goals of the 2009 plan 4.
Category
Lead Agency

Common Council

Safety

Police Department

Recreational

4

CDBG Unit

NWPS 1992 Complete
Implementations of Plan
Recommendations
Construct a north side police
precinct to help in the response time
for police calls for service, provide
more accessible services to the
neighborhood, and finally, establish
themselves as an integral part of the
northeast side.

NWPS 2009 Goals and
Recommendations (in process)

Improve outsider perceptions of the
Northside in order to minimize higher
crime rate, lower income households
and risky business ventures.

Adopt the substitute resolution
amending Section 3.23(4)(a) of the
Madison General Ordinances to
permit landlords to inquire as to
conviction records of prospective
tenants in crimes of violence.

Explore installing additional dark skies
compliant lighting and upgrading
existing lighting to improve visibility
and illumination in public and private
places in key areas such as the Kipling
Drive area.

Provide a foot patrol officer in high
need areas and increase the number
of police officers on the northeast
side.

Consider increasing the visibility of
police patrols at key times and places
and encourage positive police contact
with at-risk populations.

Discuss strategies with apartment
owners, managers, and tenants to
increase enforcement of the curfew
ordinance on public and private
properties, such as parking lots in
multi-family apartment complexes.

Set up training sessions to educate
residents about locking/securing
property, Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design tactics and
other prevention strategies that will
help deter crimes of opportunity.

Develop a neighborhood police
forum and other related crime
prevention and education programs
to strengthen partnerships between
homeowners, tenants, managers, and
businesses in dealing with crimerelated issues.

Develop relationships and partnerships
between landlords/managers of
apartment complexes and the North
Police District. Provide training,
support and access to information for
landlords to deal with tenant issues and
maintain safe, well-managed facilities.
Explore and consider neighborhood
stabilization options for emerging
neighborhood areas including
Brentwood, Karstens, Kipling and
Vera Court; include landlord training,
property inspection and maintenance
and hiring of local residents for
property management or neighborhood
improvement activities. Provide
support for resident involvement,
strengthen connections to local schools
and community centers and improve
access to and information of local
resources for children/youth and
families.

Establish a neighborhood center with
the objective of providing
educational, recreational,
employment, and social skills
programming administered by
community-based organizations, the
school system, and the neighborhood
itself

City of Madison, NWPS, Plan recommendation Status Report (2007)
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Create or enhance community-based
services in the neighborhood.
Specifically, request appropriate
funding sources to provide ondemand drug and alcohol treatment,
emergency housing shelter, food
distribution and health care for
residents.

Increase programming for
children/youth within the
neighborhood. Expand and create
before and after school programs for
school age children, and provide
positive youth development activities,
academic support and recreation for
middle school and high school age
youth. Strive to grow, enhance and
support existing youth programs and
replicate or grow successful programs
in areas with unmet needs.

Evaluate the feasibility of adding
another garden plot near
Northport-Packers area and/or
expand the Troy Drive gardens.

Provide improved safety and aesthetic
enhancements, replace existing chain
link fence with a forged-metal
sculpture median fence along
Northport Drive between North
Sherman Avenue and Dryden Drive.

Social Inclusion

Update the Fair Share Housing Plan.

Develop a design plan for Vera
Court to create a more inviting,
functional and aesthetic environment
by working with tenants, apartment
managers, and property owners of
the area. The design plan should
include pedestrian movement
systems, screening of public and
private places, creation of
playgrounds and other amenities.

Develop a strategy to improve the
identity, branding, marketing and
retention of Northside businesses.

Initiate the rezoning of a portion of
Sherman Neighborhood from R4 to
R3 and R2.

Revisit the Land Use Master Plan for
Warner Park

CDA

Implement the housing strategies in
the Fair Share Housing Plan (1981,
1984) and CHAS Plan (1992), by
giving preference to public and
private organizations developing
assisted housing in areas which do
not have significant low income and
special needs housing and to
promote long-term community
integration and linkages to services
for residents in those housing
facilities.

Diversity in housing to include singlefamily houses, co-housing, townhouses
and limited size multi-family
residential buildings (1630 units per building) to provide a
balance in options and prices for both
owner and rental occupied housing,
with a preference for the majority of
housing to be owner-occupied.

Engineering Division

Create the Starkweather Creek Bike
Path.

American Association of State
Highway Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) requirements shall be
followed for the design, construction
and reconstruction of sidewalks and

Planning &
Development

Housing

Public Infrastructure
Improvements

Commercial Kitchen Incubator: To
provide financial assistance to launch a
Northside commercial kitchen. The
kitchen incubator would support the
start-up/growth of local businesses.
Promote and improve access and
information about the availability of
homebuyer loans, down payment
assistance and rehabilitation loans by
publishing information in
neighborhood publications and setting
up counseling sessions with
individuals. Market programs through
the Northside News, neighborhood
newsletters and direct mail and setup
informational meetings with financial,
real estate and area landlords.
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bike paths.

Install turn signals at the critical
intersections

Repair sidewalks in the Aldermanic
District 18 and construct Troy Drive
sidewalk.

Traffic Engineering

Building Inspection

Food Systems

Community Services

Madison Metro

Improve the safety on roadways in
and/or leading into the neighborhood
by: enforcing speed limits at
Highway M and Kennedy Road;
installing a speed limit sign at the
northern end of Delaware Boulevard
near Darby Lane; installing an
additional speed limit sign on Troy
Drive between School Road and
Mendota Mental Health Center.
Develop a seminar to prepare and
train northeast side property owners
and tenant management groups in
how to create a safe living
environment such as providing
information on screening process,
property maintenance and crime
watch programs.

Consider installing pedestrian cycle on
signal and countdown timers at all
signalized intersections on Northport
Drive.
Work with WisDOT to consider
options to reconstruct the intersection
of Northport Drive/Packers
Avenue/CTH CV with a roundabout or
T-intersection or improved lane
continuity and merging the existing
configuration that incorporates high
visibility pedestrian crossings, wide
sidewalks and bike facilities.

Check building approval permits/
approvals for parking lots “barriers”
and parking lot lighting to ensure all
building codes are in compliance.

Increased food distribution and
access to nutritional meals by
providing an additional meal site,
increasing breakfast programs in
schools, and establishing more food
pantries available through churches,
schools, community-based
organizations, and neighborhood
associations.

A community gathering area designed
to connect and serve surrounding
business and commercial uses such as
a farmers market.

Seek support for a bus, van or shuttle
service for neighborhood residents to
get to and from a variety of services
in the event that the current private
bus service fails or is discontinued.

With consideration of pedestrian
improvements, explore relocating bus
stops as necessary to accommodate
new crosswalks.

Pursue the siting of a transit center at
an eastside location which would
allow northeast side residents to get
to eastside destinations easily,
including facilitating easy access to
MATC, East Towne, and health
clinics.

Work with property-owner and
Madison Metro to develop site
amenities (e.g. signage, benches) and
promote this location as a Park n’ Ride
facility.
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Empirical Analysis of NWPS Neighborhood
Land use, traffic and safety, CDBG, community and services recommendations from the NWPS
Neighborhood Plan made the following achievements possible (Also see in Appendix 1, Illustration 1 for
street view information):
Table 3 – NWPS Visual Analysis and over Time Comparison
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Illustration 1 – Street View Visual Analysis
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Analysis of land use development of the two neighborhoods (NWSP – LE-G)
After an empirical observation and data analysis, it has been determined that the NWPS area
offers a greater variety of land uses than the LE-G neighborhoods. This argument can be inferred by
characteristics of residential structure types, general land uses, community assets, green spaces and access
to the neighborhoods. (See Appendix 1)
According to the data obtained from the City of Madison GIS the community assets map
indicates that NWPS has twice as many child care facilities than LE-G neighborhoods (see Appendix, 6
and 7 Land Use maps). Even though both areas have the same number of assisted living facilities and
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public and private schools, the LE-G area lacks relevant public amenities such as fire stations, police
stations and libraries. Likewise, features that bring sustainability to neighborhoods are more palpable in
the NWPS than in the LE-G neighborhoods. This is observed in other urban factors such as parks and
open spaces, street trees, biking facilities, and public transport (see Appendix, Figures 9, 8, 10 and 11).
NWPS parks and open spaces encompass an area of 251.86 acres, whereas the LE-G possesses 164.91
acres. Furthermore, NWPS has twice as many street trees of the LE-G neighborhoods. Therefore, there is
a lack of environmentally friendly features in the LE-G neighborhoods, and consequently, residents have
some disadvantages compared to NWPS neighborhood.
Park and Open Spaces
LE-G lacks recreational parks and playgrounds. The biggest park, Edna Taylor Park, is for
conservation purposes. Though the Monona Golf Course is owned and operated by the City of Madison
there are just two places where children and families can gather together: Quaker Park which accounts for
0.76 acres and Lake Edge Park with 5.32 acres. (See Table 4 - Green Spaces Comparison)
According to green spaces comparison table, the NWPS neighborhood’s green spaces account for 40.24
persons per acre, whereas LE-G has 32.38 persons per acre. In regards to street trees, there are 0.43 trees
per person in the NWPS neighborhood and 0.44 trees per person in the LE-G area. (See Table 5 - Street
Trees Data)
Table 4 – Green Spaces Comparison
Area
NWPS
(Acres)
Park and Open
Spaces
251.86

Lake Edge Glendale
Park and Open
Spaces

Area
(Acres)
164.91

Table 5 – Street Trees Data
Street Trees
NWPS
LE-G
Common Tree
4123
2072
Rare Tree
81
52
Uncommon Tree
179
230
Total

4383

2354

Accessibility analysis - Transportation
Considering that NWPS has a total area of 1833.80 acres (2.86 sq/miles), NWPS has 3.75 miles
per square mile in bike routes (10.73 miles in the total area) and 1.71 miles per square mile of bike paths
(4.9 miles in the total area). Whereas, LE-G which has 1286.53 acres (2.01 sq/miles) has 3.95 miles per
square mile of bike routes (7.9 miles in the total area) and 0.49 miles per square mile of bike paths (0.98
miles in the total area) (see Appendix, Figure 9 – Bike Routes and Bike Paths map). These facts serve the
main purpose to compare that, even if both areas have implemented the same new urban amenities,
NWPS bike facilities cover a more substantial part of the area. These additional sidewalks and paths are
due to recommendations made about Warner Park on the north side of the NWPS area, proposed by the
neighborhood plan in 1992. Such open gathering space creates a vibrant environment for residents and
visitors. (See Table 6 – Biking Facilities)
As shown in the weekday bus route map (see Appendix, Figure 10), the NWPS area offers a wide
range of public transportation options in which four routes are available all day long., The LE-G has one
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route that offers service all day, however, it does not cover most of the area and neighbors are forced to
walk longer distances than in the NWPS area. This indicates that the neighborhood that has gone through
the neighborhood planning process (NWPS) identified areas lacking transportation options and addressed
that issue (See Table 7 and 8 – Public Transport). LE-G neighborhoods have just one bus shelter at Turner
Ave. and Pflaum Rd. whereas NWPS provides 8 eight bus shelters.
Table 6 - Biking Facilities
NWPS
Length (miles)
Bike Routes
10.73
Bike Paths
4.9

Lake Edge - Glendale
Length (miles)
Bike Routes
7.9
Bike Paths
0.98

Table 7 - NWPS Public Transport
Northport - Warner Park - Sherman
Bus
Route

22

21

29

17

28
2
20

Weekday Bus Routes
Length
Streets
(miles)
N Sherman Ave.
Northport Rd. Troy
Dr. Roth St. Aberg
Ave.
Packers Ave.
Northport Rd.
School Rd.
Sherman Ave.
Tennyson Ln.
Londonderry Dr.
Packers Ave.
Northport Rd.
School Rd.
Sherman Ave.
Aberg Ave. Huxley
St.
N Sherman Ave. Dr.
Roth St. Aberg
Ave.
N Sherman Ave. Dr.
Roth St. Aberg
Ave.
Aberg Ave. Huxley
St. Packers Ave

4.5

Service

Table 8 – LE-G Public
Transport
Bus
Route

Atwood Ave. Rd.
Monona Dr.
Pflaum Rd.

2.36

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

16

Service Rd.
Buckeye Rd.
Atwood Ave.
Turner Ave.
Pflaum Rd.
Monona Dr.

2.35

All day

Service Rd.
Buckeye Rd.
Atwood Ave. S
Stoughton Rd.
Tompkins Dr.
Pflaum Rd.
Turner Ave.
Buckeye Rd.
Davies St.
Dempsey Rd.
Cottage Grove
Rd.
Buckeye Rd.
Davies St.
Dempsey Rd.
Cottage Grove
Rd.

2.21

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

6.52

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

1.9

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

All day

37

3

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)
Off-peak
Hours
(9am-3pm,
7pm12am)
Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

38

0.94
0.94

All day

0.75

All day

57

Aberg Ave. Huxley
St.

0.38

56

Aberg Ave. Huxley
St.

0.38

# of bus stops = 69
# of Transit Stations = 1

Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)
Peak Hours
(6am-9am,
3pm-7pm)

Service

31
All day

3.78

1.38

Weekday Bus Routes
Streets
Length
(miles)

39

# of bus stops = 64
# of Transit Stations = 0
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Residential Structure
In both areas, single-family units are the most prevalent residential type. In the NWPS area, 92% of total
parcels are single-family units, while two-units make up 3.2% and three and above account for 4.3%. In
the LE-G area, 94% of total parcels are single-family units, while two-units make up 4.3% and three and
above account for 1.7%. There are just three properties in the LE-G that has over 8 units. This indicates
that the NWPS is more diverse in its residential structure and the LE-G presents quite a low density. (See
Table 9 – Residential Structure Comparison)
In regards to home buyer assistance (see Appendix, Figure 12 – Home Buyer Assistance map), the NWPS
neighborhood has over eight Section 42 tax credit properties, whereas the LE-G area has just three.
However, the LE-G area has two properties with downpayment assistance: American Dream (ADDI) and
Home Buy (HB) initiatives. The NWPS has one property with a rehab and downpayment housing
program. Even though there is a need for more housing buyer assistance in both areas, the LE-G area has
a strong lack of housing help.
Table 9 – Residential Structure Comparison
# of parcels LE-G
NWPS
One family Unit
2616 One family Unit
Two family Unit
97 Two family Unit
Three family Unit
13 Three family Unit
Four family Unit.
44 Four family Unit.
5-7 units.
5 5-7 units.
8 units.
34 8 units.
9-16 units.
4 9-16 units.
17-24 units.
4 17-24 units.
25-50 units.
5 25-50 units.
51-100 units.
6 51-100 units.
101+ units.
6 101+ units.
Group homes for
Group homes for
adults
2 adults
Total
2836

# of parcels
1685
77
3
23
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
2
1793

Urban Physical Conditions Assessment
With the idea of objectively assessing both neighborhoods, I examined the organization of
physical features in urban environments such as streets, landscaping (trees), buildings, sidewalks, walls
and furnishings. “Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good
planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for people.” (Communities and Local
Government, 2012)
Therefore, I used a method similar to America’s Infrastructure Report Card 5 to assess the
conditions of these built environments by scoring the urban patterns that influence most people’s quality
of life such as transportation systems, pedestrian experience, parks and open spaces, public facilities and
amenities and buildings and landscapes (See Table 11 – Built Environment Assessment Definitions).
This assessment could serve as guidance to determine what specific design standards are required in each
neighborhood through the creation of policies that will regulate future developments. Based on this
criterion, I examined the physical conditions of both neighborhoods by evaluating health, safety, and
welfare through visual analysis. Each picture was graded under the A to F school report card format: (see
Illustration 2 and 4 – Visual Assessments)

5
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A= Excellent (100)
B = Good (80)
C = Mediocre (60)

D = Poor (40)
F= Failing (20)

Table 11 – Built Environment Assessment Definitions
Item

Categories

Definition

Criteria
Pavement
conditions
Access and
Connectivity

1

2

3

4

5

Transportation Systems

Variety of transportation options that permit
the movement of passengers, pedestrians,
cyclists and/or goods.

Variety and
alternating
methods of
transportation

Design Goals
Proper physical conditions of
materials in public spaces.
Easy mobility for everyone with
complete understanding of the
distribution of spaces and urban
patterns.
Variety of transportation choices
such as: routes and paths for
bicycles and easy access to public
transport.

On-Site Transit
Offer amenities with weather
Stops
protection, seating, and lightning.
Pedestrians inclusiveness,
Sidewalks comfort and safety. Well-defined
walkability
pathways with link destinations.
Surface
Well-maintained pathways.
Conditions
Easy orientation for pedestrians,
Pedestrian right-of-ways with more urban detail
drivers, cyclists and the like.
Navigable
at the street level that encourages active street
Wayfinding features with
Spaces
Pedestrian Experience
life. Existing conditions of sidewalks and
directional signage where
crossings.
needed.
Visible corridors with various exit
alternatives in case there is a
Safety
dangerous scenario.
Outdoor lighting that clearly
allows people to see and is
Lighting
properly located.
Environmentally friendly
Sustainability
settlements.
Variety of green spaces such as
Quality of
plantings, grass, trees, water
Vegetation
Healthy urban settings that advocates the
bodies, and the like.
Parks and Open Spaces
efficient use of natural resources.
Inviting and appealing space in
Gathering
which no social groups are
spaces
excluded. Furnishings.
Outdoor air quality to maintain
Air quality
freshness
Correct spatial organization of the
public area in accordance to the
Functionality
general function of an area.
Pleasant buildings and places that offer public
Public Facilities and
variety and
services and contribute to the physical urban
Allows walkability and contributes
Amenities
Mixed-use
diversity fostering smart growth.
to compact development.
buildings
Proper location, activities and
Location
services.
Small-scale features such as
streets, walls, trees, and public
Human Scale
furniture. Size proportional
buildings.
Consistency and contrast - color,
form, size, texture, line and
Aesthetics
number (rhythmic repetition)
Level of density in the area and its correlation
Cultural meaning, local identity
Buildings and Landscape with public spaces. Character of the
and history. A defined building
Character
neighborhood through its physical appearance.
style.
Well-defined façade articulation
Texture and
and geometry. The use of
Articulation
different building materials.
Building
Placement

Suitable access, setback and
building-to-building relationships.
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Illustration 2 – NWPS Neighborhood Visual Assessment

1

2

3

4

Illustration 2.2 – LE-G Neighborhood Visual Assessment
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6
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The physical status of the NWPS neighborhood was graded as “Good” (76.25 out of 100), whereas the
LE-G Neighborhood had a grade of “Mediocre” (55.58 out of 100).
DISCUSSION
Findings
Based on the evidence found by using GIS data analysis and visual observations, neighborhood
plans have resulted in long and short-term impacts in both the physical and social environment of the City
of Madison. They serve as a more specific guidance for the function of cities and issues affecting
communities. As it was illustrated in the GIS maps, various areas of the NWPS neighborhoods have
enhanced and improved the transit of both residents and visitors by making the neighborhoods more
accessible and inviting. New urban planning trends were incorporated in the area such as bike friendly
features, green corridors, commercial corridors, sidewalks and other pedestrian friendly components.
Furthermore, based on the number of residents and businesses in the area, the achievements of the
neighborhood plan have been received positively in the community, and consequently, the area has had
more private and public investment and has a greater diversity of uses. The comparison between the
NWPS and LE-G areas shows the potential impact of neighborhood planning and how it can generate
incentives for private investment that also help revitalize the urban settings and social interaction.
However, the physical development of each of the neighborhood is the result of a combination of the
capital improvement programs and should not be only granted to neighborhood planning processes.
In summary, the outcomes of the NWPS neighborhood planning have helped increase the local
based interaction with city planners and policy makers who ultimately make the planning strategies a
reality. Thus, residents’ voices can be heard more easily from the local scale and be expressed in the
zoning regulations for the control of height, area, bulk, location and use of buildings. In contrast with the
LE-G area, the NWPS neighborhood adheres, to some extent, to Smart Growth fundamentals such as:
mixed land uses, compact building design, diverse housing opportunities and choices, walkable
neighborhoods, attractive communities with a strong sense of place.
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The City of Madison needs more innovative ideas to encourage engaging people of diverse backgrounds
and ages in the planning process. In this capacity, for a better collaboration among residents, stakeholders
and City staff, it is indispensable to use various public outreach programs.

Recommendations
1. Develop a Built Environment Assessment that helps improve physical conditions through
acknowledging the status of physical environments in a more objective manner. Therefore, it is
suggested for planners and all professionals in this field to start evaluating the physical condition
of neighborhood to apply policy and programs that enhance the urban settings. Such assessment
can be also done prior to a neighborhood plan in order to visually explain the physical
weaknesses of a neighborhood. In that way, it would be easier to understand and transmit. (See
Illustration 3- Best Practices).

Illustration 3 – Best Practices
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2. Consider implementing of Form-Based Codes 6 in study areas. The zoning code lacks more
detailed building form and parking lot guidelines in some areas, and therefore, neighborhood
plans should address design guidelines to help developers respond to the enhancement of the
city’s physical environments. Especially when areas in the neighborhood are not part of either an
Urban Design District or a major corridor. For example, Neighborhood plans should define
potential building mass guidelines, building placements, façade articulation, color of building
materials and streetscaping.
3. Planners should identify who they are working for (Davidoff, 1965). For instance, they could
classify three types of organizations: political parties, special interest groups, ad hoc protest
associations. It is suggested that planners should clearly determine the community profile
regarding interests and desired outcomes to better develop a community engagement process and
achieve a successful plan implementation. Thus, through a Visual Preference Survey (VPS)
neighborhood design character can be determined by evaluating the interests and needs of
residents and visitors. The VPS should show images that clarify design attributes such as color,
form (shape), size, texture (ground, wall, overhead planes), line (reinforces direction), and
number (rhythmic repetition). The residents have to indicate their preference among 6 different
images used to illustrate various options for development of open space. A common category
must be ranked from -3 to +3, with 0 being neutral 7.
The results of such community profile can have either of the folowing characteristics based on the
VPS results 8.

4. To guide the design development process, the public intervention could have three main stages:
the brainstorming meeting, the presentation of potential design alternatives, and schematic
design presentation 9. Through these three stages the community can provide feedback through
different sources.

6
7
8

http://formbasedcodes.org/definition
http://www.sanfordnc.net/planning_development/Projects/Visual%20Preference%20Survey%20Sanford.pdf
http://www.cnu.org/cnu-salons/2010/07/spatial-enclosuresense-place-appealing-why

9

Phemister, M. (2015, January). Putting Parks First. The Magazine of the American Planning
Association, 42-47.
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CONCLUSION
Given the several aspects provided above, the comparison between the two areas indicates a
neighborhood plan’s ability to enhance neighborhoods by promoting smarter city growth and local
development. The NWPS neighborhood plan created better access for multiple methods of transportation,
public amenities and pedestrian oriented development, situations that are not as frequently observed in the
LE-G area.
The analyzed data collection essentially showed a planned area where residents and visitors are
included in a wider variety of activities and land uses. Whereas, within the area that has not had a
neighborhood planning process, there is not a diversity of housing, businesses, and this presents a great
lack of social gathering areas. Thus, the area is perceived by planners and residents as a less attractive
place to live and visit. City planning practitioners also supported the statement that when the plan
recommendations are implemented by either city programs or ordinances, multiple beneficial outcomes
are brought to target areas and the city as a whole. Areas like the LE-G neighborhoods will always benefit
from the protection of the Zoning Code, capital and budget improvements, neighborhood grant programs
and TIF; however, neighborhood planning can lead to new ideas and outcomes that enhance the quality of
life of residents through better built environments. This is seen through the implemented
recommendations developed in the NWPS neighborhood plan. The NWPS area was better able to
improve its social, economic and physical conditions.
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The Madison Neighborhood Indicators project seeks to quantify the diverse and changing social
conditions in Madison neighborhoods
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APPENDIX 1
Figure 1.1

Focus Area Boundaries

Figure 2

Arial Map

Focus Area Boundaries

Figure 3

Arial Photos of Study Area

Figure 4

Age of Housing Stock Map

Figure 5

Land Use

Figure 6

Community Assessments map 1

Figure 7

Community Assessments map 2

Figure 8

Parks and Street Trees

Figure 9

Bike Routes and Paths

Figure 10

Weekday Bus Routes

Figure 11

Home Buyer Assistance map

Residential Structure

Figure 12

Home Buyer Assistance

